
 

 

               EPRDF's  permanent damage on the country it rules. 

               By  abatabor  ( Abebe A. Birru) 

 

It seems odd  for citizens  of  Ethiopia  to accuse  the  government  for 

seceding a part of  their  territory to a neighboring country, without the 

consent of the people and the parliament. 

 

However strange it may seem, the Ethiopian regime, is poised to give 

away a prosperous and a very rich tract of land along the Sudan 

boarder, where Emperor Yohaness 4th lost his life Teodros 2nd had 

spent his youth protecting that ancestral land. 

 

Yes ! this  regime  has  done  much  harm  in  its  deliberation  to govern 

the country. In our recent memory, we recall TPLF advocating and 

sponsoring  the  dismemberment of Eriteria  from the mother land. We 

have witnessed the deliberate destruction of the armed forces, namely 

the army, air force and navy. One can characterize TPLF as a foreign 

occupying power for its unequal distribution of wealth and the 

accumulation of capital towards its ethnocentric scheme. This regime's 

reckless , uncalculated divide and rule policy has remained detrimental 

to the unity and territorial integrity of this ancient country. True sons 

and daughters  fear disintegration of the country they love. 

 



Some of the blunders that have been committed by the regime are 

recoverable. For instance the economy, the unity of the country, the 

rebuilding of the armed forces, all are recoverable  if the Government 

comes in good terms with the people. The land, the fertile land, that 

will be given to the Sudan will  remain  a lost  territory once the 

demarcation is done and signed by our government.  

 

In spite of the loud cry of the Ethiopian people, if EPRDF government  

turns a deaf ear, it  will be a national tragedy  and  once more we will 

be the laughing stock of the world.  

 

We know that all evil ideas to weaken Ethiopia  emanated  from the 

late  Meless Zenawe.  His faithful cadres now are in a position to fulfill 

his will. We advise all his friends and survivors to choose between 

Meless the dead and the country and people still alive. 

 

                     Long live Ethiopia 

 

The writer can be reached - abatabor @gmail .com 

 

 

 


